Before talking to international and regional organizations, I will briefly tell you the history of the establishment of International Organizations and Regional Organizations. All International Organization are classified by their field of activity (around the globe in one or more continents), by their activity (military, political, economic, financial, etc.) 
International Organizations
The initial ideas for International Organizations we meetduring the efforts to maintain peacein the countries during the earliest years, but according to their period of establishment and alsotheir role we can make classification as follows: early middle ages, late middle agesand the modern time.
In the early middle ages, or in the Pre Classical Time , best known is Convention of Kadesh between the Pharaoh Ramses II and King Hattusi II, who aimed to preserve the Community Government. A similar relationship of old middle ages wasDelfis 1 Interaction which was a religious link between Greek states -cities for protection of the Divine Empire. In classic antiqueSimahiti and Military Alliance were popular too. Other connectionsduring this areawaslinks between city-states around Rome, known as PaxRomana 2 .
In the Middle ages (from XI century), following history changes, getting Constantinople by the Ottomans, western countries mainly from with German descent, considered necessary toreactivate the PaxRomana 3 so they established Christian Empire. At this time there were rough wars between the papacy and the empire, but the greatest danger was coming by outside, so theyconsidered necessary to create the Universal Monarchy for all Christian kings. In the Middle ages must be emphasized the connectivity between Hanse towns, which were more like trading connections in Utrecht Congress year 1713-1714.
In the Modernages (of century XVIII), it is necessary to divide the New agesuntilbeginning of World War II and the New ages after the end of World War II. The Establishment of the 1st Non-Governmental Organization dates from 1840 with the issuance of the International Convention against slavery, whereas in 1844 we have the establishment of the YMCA-Young Mens Christian Association) 10 . In this period we have the formation of a large number of unions (the formation of the Union of Telegraph, Postal Unions 11 ). Greater importance in the history in forming International Organizations obviously has the formationof OAS-Organization of American States 12 . As the first and most important organization of this time was the Organization-Nations` League 13 . Up to the formation of the Nations` League, International Organizations operated under contractual obligations between member states of the respective administrations. With the formation of the Nations` League, the states went a step forwardand formed an Organization which had greater power, so they were not confined to the administrative structure of the Member States but the organization was given power in creating mechanisms to make decisions even on the sovereignty of member states 14 . After the foundation of the Nations` League, it formed several International Organizations which previously had been organized in various forms and now the League of Nations had adopted the International Organization, e.g. ILO wasestablished in 1919 and adopted as the Nations` League Organization after the formation of this organization.
In the Modernages
In 
Number of International Organizations
The number of International Organizations has always been growing, but also the quality of the Organizations has changed depending on the time they were established.
Meaning and the establishment of the International Organizations
For the first ones, National States are their base of establishment, so will depend on the state, while the second are proceeded only to the jurisdiction where they apply for the establishment. However, both types of organizations have common features, e.g. structure (bodies) funding (even though method of financing is changeable), legal acts (while the first ones only on the basis of International Conventions), both are proceeded to the jurisdiction of the establishment, so they have regulations, which are in accordance with the legislation of the country where they are registered.
Based on what was mentioned above we can define that the International Organizations are created by two 23 or more International Law subjects when subject can be International Organizations 24 themselves. Traditionally organizations are established based on the International Convention called Founding Agreement or articles of incorporation (whereas there is no matter in the name of the charter which may be different label e.g.: Statute, the Convention, the Constitution, regulation, etc.) 25 which are created within indefinite time ( despite the Organization that has been established in certain time as was the case with BETHÇ), for different purposes (political, economic, military, social, cultural, etc.).
These Organizations can be limited geographically (European Union), by the form pf actions (p.sh OPECK), or with a number of different topics such (UN)
Membership, dismissal and suspension by the International Organization

Membership
Since the Organizations created by the International Law subjects, according to the articles of incorporation they get established with the signature of the member states or after ratification by Member States. Butfrom the international practice we noticed that some organizations are established by und-bodies or by an International Organization such as :
18 Wallace-Dinger, Intergovermental Organization 1970 page. 243 19 Karns 27 .
However a state or International Organization to join the International Organization it must meet certain requirements, but generally (depending on the articles of incorporation) those conditions may be of different manners : formal 28 and material 29 . While member states in the Organization itself have different membership status; full member or regular member 30 associated or pre members 31 and monitors 32 , which can also be full and partial monitored.
Abandonment or leaving the International Organization
While membership is mutual act therefore it must exist the will of state candidate and the countries which are already members, and therefore leaving the Organization is unilateral act concluded by its member state.
But also when the act of establishment sets procedure when a member may (subject to International Law) abandon o = Organization, in some cases there are conditions set which may be material 33 and time aspects 34 .However there are times when members are dismissed from an organization which may have been dissatisfied for various reasons e.g. from ILO has been removed US, the US from UNESCO, or from UNIDOthe United Kingdom 35 . In international practice there were cases when the act of establishment of the International Organization prohibits the leavefrom the Organization, e.g. Treaty of Amsterdam whereas was forbidden abandonment or dismissal from the EU.
Exclusion
Suspension and exclusion are non-voluntary legal unilateral acts of the International Organization made against a member state, which claims to have violated the rules of that Organization. And there were frequent exceptions to the member states at the time of the Nations` League existence, e.g. The Nations`League had ruled Russia due to its aggression against Finland 36
Suspension / Suspension
The suspension is punitive proceedings against a member, who did not fulfil their obligations to the Organization. As exclusion itself, suspension is punitive proceeding of Organization which ones usually are regulated by establishment acts. So e.g.Article 7 and 309 of the Amsterdam Convention provides the proceeding of suspension of members unless they meet the obligations 37 .
Funding of International Organizations
An organization functioning normally requires funding, which can be done in different ways in: money and material goods. While International Organizations` final form of financial resources is classification in , funding through obligatory 30 Usually the regular member of International Organizations can be only states that hold full international subjectivity 31 The statute of pre member state have only the states which do not have full rights but intend to become members with full rights. 32 The statute of observer have states that want to observe at the Organization and the possibility of membership. 33 The material criteria's that shall be fulfilled by one state in order to leave the membership. 34 The limit of time that one state should follow in order to leave the organization shall be noticed early ( 2 years example Nations Union, or from FAO 4 years). 35 In some International Organization the level of contributionsis known and cannot be higher than half of the total, while in some others the amount of obligatory contributions is equally determined e.g. OPEC, in some Organizational contributions set by the degree of development, namely on the basis of income per head of population, in some cases it is determined based on the economic strength of a country.
Regional Organizations
After the breakup of Yugoslavia, after beginning of the wars in former Yugoslavia, the role of Regional Organizations was big enough that there were efforts to prevent war in the former Yugoslavia or prevent war in general. For example OSCE with its mission participated as observers in the former Yugoslavia with a very broad mission. Also WEU 40 police mission in Balkans` States, the European Union's contributions for the Balkan states, and NATO, which presented in the former states of Yugoslavia. But her role was decisive when its forces bombed military targets of the Union of SerbiaMontenegro, due to the war in Kosovo. The role of these Organizations continues to be very large, especially the European Union with its investments in Balkans 41` countries and its presence through the EULEX mission in Kosovo.
Kosovo's membership in the International Organizations
Kosovo as a new state which had declared its independence on 17.02.2008 began its efforts to join the International Organization. Before the declaration of independence due to its unresolved International status Kosovo was only in the CEFTA 42 agreement.After Kosovo's declaration of Independence it was accepted at three key International Financial Organizations and so in the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the IBA 43 . Since the international community urged Kosovo and Serbia to enter into negotiations to avoid blocking the process of Kosovo's membership in the Regional Organizations, in Brussels the agreement was reached between the representatives of the European Union Kosovo and Serbia to give the opportunity to the Kosova for possible membership in some Regional organizations with footnote. Therefore theRepublic of Kosovo is a member of 35 International and Regional Organizations or has entered into agreements with some of them. (See below). 
